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* 
The poems in this book are fictional.   
Names, characters, places and incidents  
are either the product of the author’s  
imagination or are used ficticiously.  Any  
resemblance to actual events, locales or  
persons, living or dead, is entirely  
coincidental. 
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* 
Intro 
 
* 
A selection of my poems about "growing up and growing 
old"— 
 
Poems in which childhood/youth is the relevant content, and 
poems in which age provides the matter, or the awareness of 
its approach— 
 
Much verse is about the passage of time in some way, 
isn't it, but I have tried to keep this book's focus solely on 
childhood/youth  
and its opposite, old age— 
 
* 
The book's title comes from one of the "old" poems, but 
also applies to a frequent presence in children's art. 
 
* 
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                                             PART ONE: 
                                                   POEMS OF YOUTH
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Intro to Part One 
 
* 
 
Poems in which childhood/youth is the relevant content,  
 
poems where images of childhood in general 
 
—or memories of my own childhood experiences— 
 
provide the matter. 
 
(Critics have often accused me of being "adolescent"—see 
the appendix to this book for such aspersions—and yet, in 
collating this book I looked to include teen-age poems, but 
couldn't find a single one! ) 
 
* 
The order of the poems is random, neither chronological or 
thematic. 
 
* 
(Some of these poems, like "Overnight Freeze" and "Oct-
Nov: Michigan Memory #4" might well be included 
in a selection of "Nature Poems" and yet since they are 
based on scenes from my childhood, and because their first-
person figures are me as a child, or me as an adult 
remembering events/images from my childhood, I feel they 
belong in this volume—) 
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BABBLEGATE 
 
In early childhood an act 
consists of another act, 
a multiplying chain of 
this and that.  Cat, windowsill, 
 
sunlight, they're all events instead 
of sights, but eventually they 
too give way to the eye.  Time 
distances the other senses 
 
until one becomes intent instead 
of intrinsicate.  That's why 
dimensionally I can only 
 
try to run toward the place 
I've already passed, squealing 
ba ba ba ba ba ba buh! 
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BOY AT THE MIRROR 
 
A child emulates what he can't know 
is true, a murderous dew  
that appears every morning to be  
his face, but already it evaporates at  
 
a touch: the lurking effects of   
the unity granted by night are never  
enough to maintain this ripeness called  
time, this waking up to a cherub-scope 
 
that looks back at him in the glass growth 
like hammerblows a devil checks off  
a list—the routine begins so early  
 
and even the wattage of the womb  
behind him is too bright, too ready  
to hale an unsought self into sight. 
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(CRIBSONG) 
 
can the dandled infant sense 
when time's tall animal 
will maladroitly spill 
his frons of innocence 
 
shall butterfingers shun 
that fall whose one mistake 
makes each baby brain break  
its meek fontanel eden 
 
was god the klutz that let me 
land headfirst splatborn splayed 
today's adult once prayed 
beastlike on his fat knee  
 
what clumsy bungling rage 
as Rilke trained beware 
in his poem Der Panther 
runs evolution's cage 
 
which creature cuddly come 
bids parents lose their grip 
and every cradle's urge to tip 
rockabye your cranium 
 
so try to be like Rilke 
the lucky little bastard 
the kid who oops was daily 
dropped not down but upward 
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FIRST THING 
 
              "The first thing I can remember at all was 
                   a dead dog at the bottom of my pram." 
                     —Graham Greene, Journey without Maps 
 
A dead dog at the bottom of my pram 
Seems to be my earliest memory, 
Unless I am part of an implant program 
To stock Earth with mock-human irony— 
 
In which case I must have been abducted 
By ETs and beamed up into the sky 
Where I was undone then reconstructed 
Out of bytes and obits from the diary 
 
Of Graham Greene: that gruesome deceased dog 
I mean: before Mother or the Mothership 
Popped that pug in my pram my time was mine 
 
Alone, unknown, a page torn from the log— 
Until that moment died I had no script 
No guide: no word undeified my sign. 
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THE UNSUBSCRIBER 
 
Like all children, you were a de facto 
Member of the Flat Earth Society, 
Believing nothing but what you could see 
Or touch or whatever sense led act to 
 
Fruition: mudpies made summer beneath 
A tree whose measured shade endowed decrees 
Between light and dark: such hierarchies 
Gave you implicit, a sophistic faith— 
 
(Fallacious fellowship!)—  Youth’s adherents 
Ignore the fact that most factions reject 
Their lyric league (which only fools have stayed 
 
Striplings of) and none condone its nonsense: 
No-one loves that vain solipsistic sect 
You’d never join, whose dues you’ve always paid.
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ELEMENTARY LESSON 
 
Even if the mountain I climbed 
Proved to be a duncecap really, 
It was only on gaining its peak 
That that knowledge reached me. 
 
 
 
 
 
* 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
SLUM SCENE 
 
poor children sharing 
back and forth their one 
set of Dracula’s teeth— 
here even the dead 
live hand to mouth 
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PARABLE FROM CHILDHOOD 
 
Something about a pond, and on the pond 
a paper boat; something about a child's 
act, dropping a pebble upon that boat 
to study the effect: but then to let       
other pebbles fall to see if it holds, 
to kneel there spilling them one after one 
until, until finally . . . 
                                       If I weigh 
this poem down with much more, it too will sink— 
 
Writing my poems of a boy on the brink 
has shown how ripples horizoned by sky 
remain the only real cargo aboard 
whatever that craft that unmoored us was, 
and yet why he treasured such passages. 
Saying they be lost we would launch each word. 
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MINOR POEM 
 
The only response 
to a child's grave is 
to lie down before it and play dead 
 
 
 
 
* 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
FINALS 
 
My classmates 
wrote the answers 
on my skin in 
invisible ink then 
during the Test 
set fire to me 
 
They passed  
I passed away 
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THE DAY AFTER MY FATHER'S DEATH 
 
It's too complex to explain, 
but I was already in 
the orphanage when dad died: 
and so that day when I cried, 
to keep the other children safe 
from my infectious grief 
they left me in lockdown 
in some office where I found    
piles of comicbooks hid 
which they had confiscated 
from us kids through the years, 
and so through wiped tears 
I pored quickly knowing 
this was a one-time thing— 
this quarantine would soon end— 
I'd never see them again: 
I'd regret each missed issue, 
or worse than that I knew 
that if a day ever did come 
when I could obtain them, 
gee, I'd be too old to read 
them then, I'd be him, dad. 
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GOING MY WAY 
 
The one boy who died of polio 
in our orphanage in the early  
1950s was such an important 
icon that even now I remember  
his favorite movie since that's 
what we do with the famous, 
retain some anomalous fact 
that quiets them in our mind. 
We, I say, but was it everyone— 
did all of us shed that kid: did 
a thousand child incarcerates 
replace his name-and-face with         
an actor's mask and cast it as 
star of the waste disease whose 
cause was always doubt, germ 
caught perhaps from local lakes 
prohibited.  Who thought of him 
those summers we could not 
swim until a vaccine came, too 
late to amend lackwarm days, 
to change our fate/our film to his. 
That movie—"Going My Way" 
featuring Bing Crosby as a young 
priest, kindly, loveable, unreal— 
Tommy, Jimmy, whatever he 
was called, he probably knows   
still by still now every camera  
angle and closeup, every cut  
we living are allowed to forget. 
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DIRECTIONS 
 
A kite in the shape 
of a map floats 
over the land it depicts, 
 
but at night no-one sees 
its roads at the end 
of which a child feels 
 
his hand tugged upward, 
disappearing  
in salutations. 
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STORM: FARMBOY DREAMING TO REACH THE SEA 
 
I skiffed up rivers 
and creeks of lightning 
till thunder 
split my covers 
 
and down I drowned 
lung by lung 
to a stone 
of salt the cows licked. 
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OCT-NOV (MICHIGAN MEMORY #4) 
 
The bacon of the ankles crackles, and the sky 
Perks up birds this coldsnap morning—every 
Breath sheds a breath-effect, brief-bloomed steam-sheaf . . .  
Puddles huddle in frost.  Past the barn the path 
 
Shoots hill-pastures which rose to winter early 
And sun-shucked clouds blast-off from: migrants that fly  
South—mouths that wet-nurse icicles—hatch forth 
A form, a furious precision I sloughed 
 
At birth, preferring life.  And like the wind 
Can reduce anything to description— 
Running to finish my chores, beneath my scarf 
 
I'll feel my chinbone seek my collarbone, 
As if the flesh has ceded and the skeleton 
Now must precipice itself against all warmth. 
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MY MOTHER'S LIST OF NAMES 
 
My mother's list of names today I take it in my hand 
And I read the places she underlined William and Ann 
The others are my brothers and sisters I know 
I'm going to see them when I'm fully grown 
 
Yes they're waiting for me to join em and I will 
Just over the top of that great big hill                          
Lies a green valley where their shouts of joy are fellowing 
Save all but one can be seen there next a kin                        
 
And a link is missing from their ringarosey dance 
Think of the names she wrote down not just by chance                   
When she learned that a baby inside her was growing small         
She placed that list inside the family Bible                    
 
Then I was born and she died soon after                
And I grew up sinful of questions I could not ask her              
I did'not know that she had left me the answer                      
Pressed between the holy pages with the happy laughter             
Of John, Rudolph, Frank, Arthur, Paul,                          
Pauline, Martha, Ann, Doris, Susan, you all,                     
 
I did not even know you were alive                          
Till I read the Bible today for the first time in my life        
And I found this list of names that might have been my own       
You other me's on the bright side of my moon                  
 
Mother and Daddy too have joined you in play                 
And I am coming to complete the circle of your day          
I was a lonely child I never understood that you               
Were waiting for me to find the truth and know            
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And I'll make this one promise you want me to: 
I'm goin to continue my Bible study 
Till I'm back inside the Body    
With you 
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CHRISTMAS AT THE ORPHANAGE 
 
But if they'd give us toys and twice the stuff 
most parents splurge on the average kid, 
orphans, I submit, need more than enough; 
in fact, stacks wrapped with our names nearly hid 
the tree where sparkling allotments yearly 
guaranteed a lack of—what?—family?— 
 
I knew exactly what it was I missed: 
(did each boy there feel the same denials?) 
to share my pals' tearing open their piles 
meant sealing the self, the child that wanted 
to scream at all You stole those gifts from me; 
whose birthday is worth such words?  The wish-lists 
they'd made us write out in May lay granted 
against starred branches.  I said I'm sorry. 
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1946 
 
The year noir was born; the year Nazis hid 
In monasteries to restore their force; 
Peace, but peace that made some things even worse 
Than they were pre-war: I was just a kid, 
 
Hard at play, cap pistols, hooky, apples 
Filched through a farm fence: then my mother dies, 
Killed illegal abortion style by guys 
Quoting God, his badboy lies, his bibles. 
 
Pope Vandal burnt the last Complete Sappho 
Publicly, my mother was butchered in 
A secret site; their results much the same, 
 
So I blame him and him and him and him, 
All of them from Adam onwards are men, 
Meaning me, meaning the worst thing I know. 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: In 1073, Pope Gregory VII ordered the public  
burning of all books containing the poetry of Sappho. 
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THE HUNGER  (enneasyllabics) 
 
If a path to the Gingerbread House  
could be established by breaking crumbs 
off its edifice and sprinkling them 
so as to find what lies behind us 
 
across the featureless fairytale 
void of childhood: yet how very quick 
that trick wears out when the story's track 
takes hold, takes toll, a far-older trail 
 
prevails, we're forced to give up this lost 
cause; and the fact is that every last 
morsel was gone long before the you 
 
or I might totter our way back here 
to try to dissuade all these other 
Hansel-Gretels hollering in queue. 
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MICHIGAN MEMORY #3 
  
Are you the only one here, Year-man? 
Is yours the unforgiving sermon sung   
by children who hoop their eyes across 
this greensward ground ground-swallows 
 
fly round and round.  Their focus carves 
a ring sparkling with the loot of someday—  
every lawn-sprinkler yields a chalice, 
through whose rubies puppies commune. 
 
Oh hurry after the kids, wishing 
the glaciers would return from their exile 
in frostee-cones, in flinty marbles. 
 
There is one marble they call the Pure.   
We scratch endless circles around it, 
we set our gods on icicle pedestals. 
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HEGEMONY (prosepoem) 
 
In school kids would stand in back of me and stick two 
fingers up behind my head to make the class laugh.  Or so I 
was told.  I took their word for what had occurred and that it 
was universal.  Due to its process, I could not witness what 
had really happened or what it meant, what made it funny.  
And I still don't know today: but I can feel them back there,  
forefinger, middlefinger, ready to poke their putdown up for 
the world to jeer me.  That V looms always, that rabbit-ears 
or peace-sign or whatever scourge stigmata I pledge it to 
represent; but what hurts most is, I know that victorious 
viciousness only by inference, only by report: I can never 
spin fast enough to catch a glimpse of it.  I've never been 
able not once to see this joke my entire life has suffered the  
hands of.  That's the worst part of this humiliation: that I 
have to take it on trust, that I have to believe in it blindly. 
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MRS. FRYE AND THE PENCILSHARPENER  
 
I'll remember how in 8th-grade English class, always 
bending toward the desk I would try to avert my eyes 
from the mysterious ways Mrs. Frye's hair displaced 
the blackboard's space with its black coils, to the paper 
my penciltip raced across, certain to pass each test: 
and if these gaze shifts got too switcheroo I'd retreat 
(daily, it seems) to the back of the packed classroom 
 
where, leaning forward on my toes, I could push with 
my left hand the nubile tube of wood into the mouth  
of the pencilsharpener which hung there like some 
natural protrusion of the wall, an indigenous Deity,  
the mask of a Goddess, erosion-endowed, rockformed— 
then feel my righthand fingers and thumb slowly turn 
the oiled wheel while knowing I would have to face 
 
close to that sac-shaped sharpener, have to inhale 
the high smell of its depths, earthy, ripe, pubic: to see 
in my mind the parings inside, those musky dark curls 
whose incense was increased of course like mold-mildew 
by the subtle saliva we kids might use to lick the lead's  
point, though nearly none of our tongues could unblunt 
the conundrums grownups posed, in my case Mrs. Frye  
 
especially: so if I lingered back there, grinding away,  
it was not to gloat, not to play the saintly A-student  
snickering from behind at the others' heads bent intent  
as penitents, because I too, I sinned at times, whenas, 
no matter how proud I was of my proper grammar or 
propounded syntax, stuffing my text thick with fetish 
parsemarks, I myself went taunted, teased by the urge  
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to erase the very prodigy evidence my page revealed— 
all the knots and quirks of those perfectly traced letters— 
to restore the blankness I spoiled with each sentence— 
to castrate every phrase before its errors rose by rote  
to make my cthonic-greatest mistake grow and grow  
erectile, inherent, that habit hateful male participle  
I always was unable to shear the nib the stub off of— 
                                       * 
 
(But how could I flub and flunk such a crucial ordeal?— 
Forgive me: I was lost pondering, musing about a poem 
memorized from the boys' bathroom, tongued fluent 
but not understood: yet how truthshod its lines ran 
to my anxiety—their meaning escaped the precocious, 
the goldstar me—so if I stalled—if I stayed chewed over 
and left a stammering dimwit by their immallarméan 
 
import, which paired its print alongside a syllabus 
of pornocoiled stick figures whose mouths were pierced 
by the sharpened ends of toonballoons—verses verse  
alone can’t explicate in systematic prosaic terms that  
forced and torsoed my head shy—if I was stuck on 
their sphinxian simplicity—unable to decipher any  
of the prodigal doggerel lessons gesticulated down 
 
our school's scribbly corridors, snicked and snatched at  
across its game fields, a whole curriculum of secret lore,  
a litany of my-big-brother-told-me's, my-uncle-said's, 
a rumor primer which claimed complete mastery of 
the only discipline inpenetrable to my inquisitive  
quests never mind the autodidact airs I had to affect 
during discussions of this topic, the nods and knowing  
  
grins I wore to pass, to show my mastery of its arcana, 
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to prove what a pored nerd drill-diligent pupil I was 
of those endless piss-walls, those scrawled rhymes and  
confident lectures by croneys and guys who made sense  
of the insane instructions re the sole subject I mark  
zero on: all the dunno-dumb ideas I dunned then drove  
core to me, carved their myths into me—and one in  
 
particular goes to this poem, from the gendergabble 
that gorged my brain: it hissed that She/the unknown 
reared an inward toothly sheathdeath essence geared  
to vagina dentata whatever pedant-pendant I'd proffer, 
I, alma-matered to cram every exam with phallocratic  
tits and sexist tripe psuedotype scionbabble, the entire 
wisdom of my mentors' art-patriarch, old  
   gobbledy-tropes—) 
 
                                        * 
 
All gradeschool the fear of failing hovered in overstudy 
as children riddled fears never to be learned, but could 
I have continued to hone my fate, could I have stood  
there for years and still the pencilsharpener wait  
like a patient questioner, a warm, smiling teacher, 
filled with such dense scents, shavings, shorn graphite, 
its soil rich with words no-one would ever have to write. 
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ELEMENTARY LESSON 
 
Sometimes even in Math class a downpour 
Would rise against the windows and render 
The normal decorum hard to restore— 
Fittingly we'd split a grin when lightning 
Stuck out its multiple tongue at teacher. 
 
Smartlike fling our arms in the air, crying 
To be called on, smug, eye-bright, cheek-aware 
When thunder drowns our correctest answer. 
A failsafe secret form of defying. 
(Not like spitballing the hall monitor.)      
 
These quickstorms were at last the world's Recess, 
Whose games toss random nebu-numerals  
In play impromptu streams and teams across 
Unmarked-off endless fields or else more schools 
Reluctant-ruled, would-be truants like us—                                         
. 
We welcomed those rebellious showers then 
And remember them now.  Of course we know, 
As grownups—these afteryears—their brilliant 
Fractiousness scores less than quantic fractions. 
Most of childhood's coups come to sum zero. 
 
Despite which some delinquencies linger— 
Take our instinctive counting by finger— 
(All other tallies seem cramped in compare)—  
Since age equals memory times failure— 
Though mentor modes slam such bad behavior: 
 
Our worst, they swear, is using metaphor  
To avoid the quiz/to solve the problem. 
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Leaners from lecterns omniforum warn 
That effing mistake is what makes us dumb. 
Minusminds, try to amend your error. 
 
Those tutors tell us still—they always will— 
Go suffer fools what all erasers learn 
To rain down blah blah blah—they talk and talk! 
But in the meanwhile: cloud loud as a chalk  
Rattling back in place on the blackboard's sill. 
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POEM 
 
don't scold  
the kids who hold  
lollipops up 
for the raindrops 
to lick at on  
their way down 
 
what a waste 
but imagine the taste 
of rainbow thunder 
if you could get 
your tongue up under it 
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A LESSON FROM THE ORPHANAGE 
 
If you beat up someone smaller than you 
they won't (and histories prove this) tell: 
 
look at those people on the opposite side 
of the planet: they want to beat us up but  
 
they're smaller so that's okay.  Not okay is  
that most of us will die in the war between  
 
them and us, because small equals (and mice  
prove this) sneaky: their spies could spirit all 
 
our nuke aids away and we'd never know—  
nick our rocket-satellite knockout Star Peace  
 
Comcodes right out of our shrinking pockets,  
even our doomsday (the FBI can prove this) 
 
doodads, the ones we mean to use on them, 
the rats: and so when they kill us will we 
 
have killed enough of them to win, whose 
fist figures bigger in the end?  And what's it prove?— 
 
In the Orphanage, hell, even if they do tell 
on you there's no one for them to tell it to.
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THE CLOSET 
           (. . .after my Mother's death) 
 
Here not long enough after the hospital happened 
I find her closet lying empty and stop my play 
And go in and crane up at three blackwire hangers 
Which quiver, airy, released.  They appear to enjoy 
 
Their new distance, cognizance born of the absence 
Of anything else.  The closet has been cleaned out 
Full-flush as surgeries where the hangers could be 
Amiable scalpels though they just as well would be 
 
Themselves, in basements, glovelessly scraping uteri   
But, here, pure, transfigured heavenward, they're 
Birds, whose wingspans expand by excluding me.  Their 
Range is enlarged by loss.  They'd leave buzzards 
 
Measly as moths: and the hatshelf is even higher!    
As the sky over a prairie, an undotted desert where 
Nothing can swoop sudden, crumple in secret.  I've fled 
At ambush, tag, age: six, must I face this, can 
 
I have my hide-and-seek hole back now please, the 
Clothes, the thicket of shoes, where is it?  Only 
The hangers are at home here.  Come heir to this 
Rare element, fluent, their skeletal grace sings 
 
Of the ease with which they let go the dress, slip, 
Housecoat or blouse, so absolvingly.  Free, they fly 
Trim, triangular, augurs leapt ahead from some geometric 
God who soars stripped (of flesh, it is said): catnip              
 
To a brat placated by model airplane kits kids 
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My size lack motorskills for, I wind up all glue-scabbed, 
Pawing goo-goo fingernails, glaze skins fun to peer in as 
Frost-i-glass doors. . . But the closet has no windows. 
 
Opaque or sheer: I must shut my eyes, shrink within 
To peep into this wall.  Soliciting sleep I'll dream 
Mother spilled and cold, unpillowed, the operating- 
Table cracked to goad delivery: its stirrups slack, 
 
Its forceps closed: by it I'll see mobs of obstetrical             
Personnel kneel proud, congratulatory, cooing                             
And oohing and hold the dead infant up to the dead                         
Woman's face as if for approval, the prompted                            
 
Beholding, tears, a zoomshot kiss.  White-masked                 
Doctors and nurses patting each other on the back,                      
Which is how in the Old West a hangman, if                             
He was good, could gauge the heft of his intended. . .                 
 
Awake, the hangers are sharper, knife-'n'-slice, I jump                  
Helplessly to catch them to twist them clear,                          
Mis-shape them whole, sail them across the small air             
Space of the closet.  I shall find room enough here                 
 
By excluding myself; by excluding myself, I'll grow. 
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LAST ON EVERY LIST 
 
Each schoolroom tells them who they are, 
But rollcall always goes too far 
 
So what boy listens any more 
Beyond his own responsive roar— 
 
If names get lost in roster blur 
The zed lad's shout may not occur: 
 
Throughout that endless classmate choir 
His final voice will still aspire. 
 
Like him the poet waits aware 
He'll harken heed all others there 
 
While he of course remains obscure, 
His word ignored and ergo pure: 
 
Unheard it screams in every ear 
Its absent claim of being "Here!" 
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OVERNIGHT FREEZE (heptasyllabics) 
 
Window-glints of ice glaze fast 
what last night flashed the mudflats, 
 
down in which dawn has found pressed 
small animal tracks: inch-niched 
 
skylights affix these quick paths— 
Each step is trapped beneath slats 
 
of translucency attached 
rime to rim: they sit there ditched, 
 
puttied into glare hatches— 
All around the ground looks patched 
 
and spattered with puddle-thatch, 
but note rather this etched stretch 
 
where a late trotter's tread's latched 
with pondgild on its ledge trench: 
 
how glitter-together cached; 
incandescently encased. 
 
Not bins or barns' coiled harvest, 
glozen molds hold placed this trace, 
 
bold encroachments caught across: 
each hoof-, paw-, claw- mark's embossed 
 
by its lunge run: each rut crests 
to extend its range, end-launched— 
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it must hate these lit nimbus 
lids, must wince beneath such frost— 
 
sun has tamed them flame of squints 
yet some after-image haunts: 
 
Lands on every side lie creased    
with spoor that mars their hard crust 
 
and floorflares most summer's waste 
imagination, that pinch 
 
not worth pittance, that thin purse 
clutching what breast abundance 
 
of flurry foliage tossed, prize 
profligate with years' penance 
 
whose cease has summoned what peace— 
tarp white winter's carapace 
 
tries to hide that mislaid dust 
carrion in graneries 
 
and bury deeper what grace 
war's jarrior deifies— 
 
what Troy, what toy's sacrifice 
leaks justification, beast 
 
whose Homered oathwraths can't match 
this farmstead's secular crafts— 
 
Beyond the coop's chickenhatch 
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pieces of a greenhouse burst 
 
up from the clays as ghosts pass 
to implant sole-sills for what's    
 
still clear to me—I approach 
each glimpsy-glaziered gapgulch 
 
afraid my galoshes squelch 
break their skittery sketches 
 
or skidheel slide a childprance 
puncturing every damn sash 
 
I can smash, whatever blanched 
and specious glow my outstanced 
 
kick can dislodge idolfest       
haloes those pit-portholes hoist 
 
from lamb-trample slaughterous 
gods displayed bad raptor hosts— 
 
herds of ape they pasture-traipse  
bestial cattlecats who scratch 
 
paved prowess in the dirt splotch 
like border-dots on mapwatch 
 
or liens miser ledgers clutch 
feral figures for our debts 
 
predator prey pays poets 
that panther pads our wallets 
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Ted Hughes' cunning hawk-pastiche 
plugs its parrot author rich 
 
this savage extravagance 
animates each TV pitch 
 
your Energizer Rabbits 
breakfast lions and leopets 
 
like easter eggs and christ creche 
exist to rake in the cash 
  
as you sit and clicker switch 
from Tiger Attack stabsites 
 
to Martyred Bible Prophets 
can you diff any difference 
 
in sanguinary scams which 
verse-ho's popes and other shits     
 
exchange/exploit for lootsplits 
getcher *guts* getcher *spirits* 
  
festering fetish lame wish 
goldgash wildpack "religious" 
 
imperious dazzlements 
its screen between me unleashed 
 
shall I plain idealize 
the sight.  Pitter pattered glitz 
 
the poorest field-rat can task: 
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"Trance entombed, my forage-struts? 
 
strangely crowned with iciclets, 
thaw-askance in silver nets 
 
that snag some Nixnaut banished  
from huge spook-lakes diminished 
 
to these mini: spangle-splashed 
and scaly his mermarsh face 
 
is damming yours to a drowse: 
your powers sod, your earth cursed, 
 
bear null this lair's fatal laze— 
bide its nether-tide enclosed, 
 
its potent emptiness poised 
to bolt free, vain, hopeless wish: 
 
train of hymen's bridal dress, 
heil flower drowned mire and mess 
 
in this fecal foul recess— 
delusional any parse 
 
that aspires to soar from smutch           
or scat escape its burnished 
 
prison-urned prism-units 
lathed and locked, crystal cubits      
 
where spot-carpeted carets— 
pools, flood-scummed with gem, facets 
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unstrung-flung diamond pendants 
it strangles you, chain necklaced. 
 
Immured your murder-led bents 
that followed friendly bloodscents 
 
till fangs throat-fonts firmly drenched 
and feast fell anticlimax— 
 
till cycle lay established 
again.  Eternal matrix,  
 
your game's destined accidents 
choreograph each pounce once 
 
but here they're preserved in twice: 
cryocrypts halt their advance, 
 
vaults for phantom enpassants— 
stabatjammed their rhythm dance. 
 
Here stands this clearing's essence, 
filmed upon fillspace distance— 
 
oh hear its car-crash score-scants: 
sharkshrieks stilled, prowl-growls silenced. 
 
Look: its slope grows near scar grazed 
with overtook's veer.  Steer-squished 
 
leap-lopes laned below this sluice 
this rapacious avalanche— 
 
this meander labyrinth's 
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constellated those hunt-sprints. 
 
Star-quenched in lurid casements 
what vent revives these vagrants. 
 
Plunged in pent, your harms unhitched. 
Sprawled for sleep's random ambush— 
 
hibernate, die! sink finished 
along this blank fishtank maze 
 
or wake, with mindblink ablaze— 
see your scintillant depths catch 
 
magic from the mimic glance    
of this mirror while it lasts— 
 
how soon noon will melt to mush 
your hoar hour which Eskimos 
 
have more words for than I, mouse 
Michigander, verminous 
 
mite of this sheer terminus 
the Knott brat teetertoes his 
 
trespass at.  He has spare choice 
and careless proceed he must    
 
toward the devouring bless 
this coldsnap moment's incised 
 
in his own flesh.  Oedipus 
ankled.  Pale autumn's glozes    
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grail incarnations of slush 
frail trail we fugitives mashed 
 
in the wet soil till chill lashed 
it tight with glacier paces 
 
palls in the mornings' stale mess    
of luminescence.  Sunrise 
 
et al.   Against its bright best 
(nature's norm-channel brilliance 
 
versus some thumbed thesaurus) 
this polar-stamped dirt contrasts 
 
my feet in a fret of froze 
silly syllabic sets of rows 
 
extinguished glimmer glimpses 
shattered all their gleams I guess—" 
 
Stoic, lone, those shine-lines cast 
to show no magnificence 
 
or quests quixotic-thrust, just    
folk stalked by their hungriness, 
 
critters croaked, varmints vanished 
species extinct or deathwish— 
 
Theirs is not an innocence 
chosen, their hands are not clenched 
 
on church-prayers' lack-response. 
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Their trek unlike ours abounds. 
 
Under gait-grates it waits wise 
in its ways portrayed saycheese—  
 
Carnivore, killer-corps seized; 
poacher captured, frozenchase. 
 
Mid-stride taken, frigid paste 
haste-hail jails this trodden caste. 
 
Roadcage for an arctic race; 
shod-zoo stocked with dull dreambrates. 
 
Before the snow's blind expanse 
blunders every further fence    
 
a walk may stop precipice 
top this fierce fenestrate lens 
 
but what happens then depends 
on some lost, glossed over sense. 
 
One might pause to muse that post 
or else forget, astonished. 
 
Or kneel to urge weathers worse 
come seal his brr-brief life's course— 
 
(Let elf and unicorn dash 
climate at its timeliest 
 
congeals their furtive crevasse 
strayhorde stayed for a nor' rest.) 
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Spurts of rhyme, suicide-sparse 
For obvious sake.  Because 
 
It all seems so colorless. 
The past and everything since. 
 
But our chameleon's footprints— 
have they been paned with stained glass? 
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THE I DID 
 
One memory from childhood 
how when it was summer and hot 
at ground level where I stood 
above me I saw the tops of trees 
palpitating in a proper breeze 
 
that never came down to ease me. 
I can't say I swan why I remember  
what it is that makes it linger or  
else enriches such a significant 
nor could I see it now if I went  
 
on a breathless day and looked up 
I would not be far enough away 
physically for the contrast: memory 
needs that distance for its truth 
to swerve from the present's path. 
 
Is it right to hold the past fixed in 
former attitudes like tops of trees 
or whatever it is records history's 
external focus switched to days 
depictions drawn by winds upon 
 
clouds or branches flexing wide 
their leisure of purpose pause 
from the hell of here.  Sight cannot 
even in summer when it is hot 
share the airs enjoyed by the eyed.
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CAESAR LEARNING TO JUMP ON CHESSMEN'S  
   BACKS 
 
Why he’d have to be taught what comes 
so normally to male-kind is puzzling, 
unless inbreeding of noble strains has  
left him esthetic, less stoic, timorous— 
a child, his toes babyfat, his bare soles  
poised in the approved Colossus-of-Rhodes  
at the count of three jump up and down; 
while his tutors applaud young gods  
the fragments are brushed away by slaves,  
the black-and-white pieces crushed  
bloodily together form a tragic alternate 
ideal society where the kings queens  
etcetera are indistinguishable from  
the pawns, and maybe that's the fun— 
no rival to the Rome where the scum 
who whisk away the grey-by-defeat shards 
are neutered or both and made so  
at birth, representative of the mass: 
consigned to bear their broken brethen  
down past the intuitive, the dirt that heaps  
their dirt beyond lowest dungeons and 
to bury there the chess-bits that spoiled 
the boyking's heels, his small insteps  
and ankles, indeed the entire tootsies 
of the six-year-old Emperor must then 
be amputated just below the shin, be 
replaced after every lesson by the royal 
transplant surgeons.  Which could explain 
that curious adage (that Cretan riddle),  
“Where do our plebs go without feet?” 
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Intro to Part Two: Poems of Age 
 
* 
 
Growing old, feeling old, fearing old age, struggling with (or 
appreciating) its effects and turns— 
 
I have tried to keep this focus in my selections— 
 
and ergo for the most part haven't included poems about 
death per se (another book in this series has devoted 
exclusively to "Poems for Death"—) 
 
—— 
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[UNTITLED] 
 
Age retracts me, filling my hands 
with shirtcuffs as I shrink, reduced 
to secondchild.  My skin is 
smoke from a paper house, my hair. 
 
Prepare a needle sea for me to walk on. 
 
(Prepare me.  Make sure 
my cries are wrapped up in a leaf.) 
 
 
 
* 
* 
 
 
 
 
31 SYLLABLES 
 
even the wisest 
(even the esteemed poets 
who when I was young 
acclaimed me as promising) 
have at times been proven wrong  
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TRANSIT 
 
my hand feels odd without its wrist which ticked itself away 
other parts of my body are similarly running out of time 
and one by one are vanishing 
my left foot is gone 
and my right eye and the list grows daily— 
if they are departed from here 
have they started to appear 
elsewhere 
weighing down its sill a tick more each second 
ectoplasmically emerging there 
from the nowhere of this life 
this nonexistence I feel in every pore 
ever since childhood revealed 
a gap in the text or 
an amputation of the hand from its gesture 
a separation of act from intent 
a limb from limb interstice 
ever since childhood began to feel 
the intrusion of that split that portal that doorway place 
which little by little piece by piece 
I am entering now 
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WAS 
 
Age 20 to 40 
everyday I said 
"I wish I was dead." 
 
40 to 65 
each day I cried 
"I wish I was alive!" 
 
65 to whenever 
daily I'll whisper 
"Wish I was either." 
 
 
* 
* 
 
 
 
[UNTITLED] 
 
so here I am 
if truth be told 
feeble and lame 
either febrile or cold 
senile-years-old 
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RELICS WITH OLD BLUE MEDICINE-TYPE  
   BOTTLE: TO X 
 
This old blue medicine-type bottle, unburied 
From your garden last year's the perfect centerpiece 
To suit our supper—the totem-trope we need 
Across this kitchen table, to show how dangerous 
 
It is where we sit (knees near touching at times) 
Dawdling and playing with our silverware,  
Tapping teacups, tired and satisfied and prime 
From a stint in that garden: in a few hours 
 
We'll find ourselves in bed, but we don't know that now, 
Do we—we're still exchanging histories, 
(It's only my something visit to your house) 
Just sorting out the portions of who, when, how—   
 
Numbering the decades and the romances 
That went bad, the faces that faded on us, 
Though nothing too personal at first, just pain; 
Divorces, liaisons, estrangements, fixations— 
 
Of course our brows hurry away from hurt: 
Anecdotes begun in wince end in wrinkly; 
Our woeful tales go told through a mode that’s mostly 
A kind of moue, comic attitude, which flirts  
 
With grimace-smiles, jokes, the mocking of those choices, 
Those great mismatings: funny how it seems of late 
Both of us have been alone, celibate . . . 
Collating, getting our dates right, our voices 
 
Shed their list of affairs, entanglements, crises: 
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So we accord the past its poisons, and theorize 
That even this old blue bottle here stored poisons 
Before we were born:—followed by suggestions 
 
That the toxin of those heartbreaks is gone 
After this long, their vitriol has fizzed out, 
And we could, given an occasion, again 
Consume the spirit that killed us once, if not 
 
The letter: confessions used as cue-cards to prompt    
Mutual responses of empathy or hope:  
No former hemlock can harm us now—we're immune 
By now—don't you agree—because what happens 
 
Ripens in retrospect; each sour memory 
Blossoming like the flowers you sometimes spruce  
This bottle's corroded throat with.  We certainly 
Are not eating much, are we, but we don't notice— 
 
Can't we see how our fingers will likewise bloom 
From off these knives and forks and force their field, 
Interlocking like tugged-at roots . . .  Untombed 
Of its venom, this blue vial vigils our held 
 
Glances.  Sieved in its acid, its distilled mirror,   
Would we (almost as soiled as it by time) appear  
A beauty, a scarred heirloom any collector 
Might stuff high on a shelf amid simulacra— 
 
Somber still, it approbates that emptiness 
We must be preparing to fill with each other— 
It foretells the coiled taste, the bite unearthed 
In the antiquity of a sudden, wild kiss  
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Whose disclosure will surprise us, as if 
We have not been wholly inured by the years, 
The stories we bare here across the rice, the life 
Stories bittersweet, neutered, too well-rehearsed. 
 
Will deadlier words then surface—their potency 
Dis-elixired, drawn; decanted so often 
That by our courteous age they've turned as grimy 
And bunged with dust as this blue glass was when 
 
Your shovel showed it that summer morning, and 
My phrases here are (surely) just as corrupt— 
What matter its sharpness, no metaphor can 
Pare the ground from us as hard as we try to dig up, 
 
To excavate feelings a bottomless need for 
Soars as we toss the salad greens and pour 
Dressing dripping down their fineleaved freshness  
Starting to wilt already around the edges, 
 
To rot back to that mulch they burst from.  Such decay 
Preserves some artifacts, if not us: they lie in 
Graves contrived to obviate the skeleton 
They survive beside, they strive to deny 
 
The obvious, the crepitude fate-of-flesh bleak 
Facts of our demise, obdurate bricabrac knickknacks 
Laid by ancients in the coffin to propitiate 
Ancestors, to aid, via these vain trinkets,  
 
(Are we the ‘subjective correlatives’ of these 
Objects, this chthonic junk the tomb-robbers missed, 
Tools and talismans, amulets, a corpse-cache 
Gear for ghosts, props to assist the posthumous) 
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Some afterworld sojourn of the soul entering 
Itself, self dying to carpe diem one more day. 
Refocus us on this figure, this table-centering 
Blue bottle.  Whose future dye indigos our day. 
 
Dulled, we ignore these darker, gnawing warnings— 
Our own skull-and-crossbone labels long since skinned— 
We poke at our plates, we pat our napkins.  
What antidote waits, withering, within 
 
Against that great granulate upheaval of 
Fields whose depths have grown archeological— 
Filled by fucked relics and by that above-all 
Most subterranean of discoveries, love? 
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AGING INTO THE AVANTGARDE 
 
When the mirror paints itself, 
how true to life 
the results seem— 
But when it paints others, well, 
take me, I who have posed so long 
my patience has earned 
the most flattering 
exactitude: so why 
(as the years go by) 
is there this blurring  
appearing where my face is; 
is expressionism occurring? 
 
When it comes to its own  
likeness, it’s photorealism no less— 
the mirror paints itself  
perfectly, whereas 
the one it does of me  
(I can see now as I lean closer) 
in the end turns out to be  
nothing but a sort of art brut: 
the brushstrokes grow 
more fauve, more cobra  
each time I look. 
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TWO EPIGRAMS FROM A NOTEBOOK DATED 1984 
 
1. [The ageing epigrammatarian] 
 
Youth's engine 
of thumbs revs 
and purrs— 
 
Oh: 
I am all 
fingers now. 
 
2. [Plus ça change . . . ] 
 
When young 
I was attracted to what they call  
Older women. 
 
Older now 
I am attracted to what they call  
Old women.
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POEM IN THE CARDIAC UNIT 
 
Time-charted, nursed, I let the meds 
dictate this verse: roomriver rounds 
take my pulse down stairwaves of stairs 
scan my aches in chairbanks of chairs 
and wake me on bedbeds of beds. 
 
Multiplicities, pre-scripted;  
metaphors bled, already dead: 
what wouldn't be a cliche here— 
paranoid mirror, bathroom sink, 
flowing over with normal fear 
 
as I squint at what I might mean 
if I poeticized this scene: age 
LSDs my chin; my once-lean 
profile spills profilefiles, page          
upon page rippling to see 
 
even their prolific output     
data can never sate the spate 
pathoscopes that hardrecord spot 
surveillance of what vital signs    
remain in these veins, clotted lines 
 
whose parse usurps my sleep.  (Forget 
how literate you hate this surge, 
absurd, heartbeat creation; your 
necknoun must stet its tide-edit 
now, to quiververbs, wattlewords.)  
 
What would my peergroup say, could they 
modify this hypergaud gush,    
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advise my florid veinflushed flesh       
stop pouring forth such images,    
euphony beyond me.  Sweet excess. 
 
Is that not the gist this critic 
monitor that beeps down its sic 
keeps vying to brightly display 
while I lie here less than what, what, 
watched all night, till more's the day. 
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ANOTHER FIRST KISS: TO —                                                             
 
A first kiss can occur anywhere: two pairs 
Of lips might meet as ingredients for 
A cannibal's chowder; or on the shore of 
A nightclub at ebb.  Preferably the latter— 
 
Though there are no more nightclubs, or cannibals, 
As such: I mean the first kiss is passé, 
Archaic, obsolete.  Pre-Global Village, 
It rests in wrinkles, in blinking memories . . . 
 
Ours came in bed, but after we’d undressed; 
Preceded by hugs.  And so the question 
Of using the tongue—that old hesitation— 
Didn’t apply.  We plunged right in.  At 
 
Our age you get naked and then you neck, 
The opposite of how it was done young. 
But the hunger is still there.  The thirst 
Is like in a bar, when they yell out Last Round. 
 
 
Note: 
Line 13: “Our age”—the lovers are 53 and 61. 
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MALE MENOPAUSE POEM 
  
How as to lean my non-eon on autumn's roan                  
Undoing, to smile while the stymies crawl                
All over me and the prismatic blindfold                           
Around my testicles squeaks: guess this house                    
 
No longer knows which door I am.  The window                      
We were, does it remember its view?  You-or-I                      
Saw so little out there; what future only                          
Catches, catnap glimpses, of nightmares to come.                            
 
Doorknobs worn to doornubs—grey stubble on                     
Gaunt armpits—lists like that litter this earth.                
A lattice of graves greets me or is kind to me;                
 
My hair plowed with parents, their protracted               
Smoothings of some poor, tuckablanket bed.                      
As said each road I find in your face is fled. 
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EXTINGUISHABLE 
 
birthdays you bend and blow 
out a candle in a skull 
 
it's always just one candle 
but each year one more 
 
skull is added to the table 
which by now is plus full 
 
and that makes this ritual 
more impossible each year 
 
each year as you approach 
that crowd of past selves 
 
somewhere down there 
in all those bone sockets 
 
the annual candle waiting 
glares and dares you to find it 
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POEM FOR NOW 
 
I live bent over now 
like pages folded down 
in books, the ones 
I meant to get back to 
but won't. 
These are my dog-ear years. 
What I write now 
will never 
be read again. 
 
 
* 
* 
 
 
 
[UNTITLED] 
 
perhaps I still wake up 
 
I still live perhaps 
 
but I hope 
 
I hope I do it for sloppiness sake 
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SOME QUESTIONS 
 
taking into account 
all the poems I wrote 
 
about death when 
I was young shouldn't 
 
my tote sheet show 
a surplus of life no 
 
it doesn't balance out 
did I figure this right 
 
I guess the one never 
pays for the other does it 
 
but I didn't write 
more of death then so 
 
there would be less 
of it now did I 
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OVERLIFER-BAG 
 
Age is a case of aches 
you try to strap closed 
with your own arms 
but even they can't hold 
shut what this tote crams   
like hotel-soaps stole 
when it pops open. 
No clasp will fasten. 
 
Packed up and parked on 
the curb where a cab brakes 
impatient to leave— 
cheap valise  
spilling out undies  
each time we breathe. 
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WINTER REGRETS 
 
The snow on my ladder's rungs 
seems to be stepping upward, 
returning to that cloud which hangs 
framed in the faded cardboard 
 
of an old calendar landscape 
whose dust holds the days I desire 
to live in, fixing to climb up 
past that summer sun and hammer 
 
the scene in whole.  I didn't haul 
my ladder in and now it's too late— 
I turn from the window and stare 
 
lost at a vista of August air 
tacked, half-peeled from the kitchen wall. 
All the undone chores must wait. 
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THERE'S THE RUB 
 
Envying young poets the rage 
You wish you could reverse your night 
And blaze out born on every page 
As old as them, as debut-bright. 
 
Child of that prodigal spotlight 
Whose wattage now is theirs to wage— 
What gold star rite you wish you might 
Raise revised to its first prize stage. 
 
But listen to my wizened sage: 
He claims there's one disadvantage 
Should time renew you neophyte— 
 
There'd be one catch you'd hate, one spite: 
Remember if you were their age 
You'd have to write the way they write. 
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EVICTIVE 
 
If the body is a house, 
eventually that house 
pushes us  
from its rooms 
out 
onto its ledges. 
 
Age must live on a ledge. 
 
 
 
 
EVERY RIFT WITH ORE 
 
How fiercely foilsome the facial knife shivs 
its two blades up to where the forehead ends 
as wound-deep-wedged widow's-peaks: how weakly 
the old hero hair-line fights back and fends, 
each pass of day fewer gray strands save me— 
how deadly dull's the duel our sword lives.
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DOLLY THE EWE FIRST CLONE OF THE WORLD 
 
Turfclods kicked at me by Dollyherds 
are d'oh-kay, but when her sheepmates 
slur my name that way it grates me, 
though I know from Bill to Baa 
is not so far.  Distance yearns for more. 
 
So many ways to go, no wonder 
hotels converge sobbing, heaving why 
why is he leaving me, I want to die— 
understandably.  I myself feel that way 
often, I who found a bird so small 
 
it was shed by its own feathers, 
and fed it to my cat.  All these wild 
creatures in the world and they 
have no place to stay, no ark can 
hold the moult-might of their DNA, 
 
no wonder it injects my replicant's 
empties over trashcan allah horizon: 
I innoculate that termongrel daily 
until he has his waste's worth of it 
or till its pit omega-emits enough to fit 
 
the one clone I lack the mod cons for. 
The only one I'll never be anymore. 
A convention of them or a conference 
attended with name-tags of the extinct 
is where my cage waits, kicked at by kids.
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CONTINUOUS SHOWINGS 
 
The days all drawn to December 
can't remember their own 
though every shopwindow offers 
24 hour plus.  It is precisely this 
excess of time, this hyperhoopla 
extolled by even the smallest streets, 
their torturous emporia, tedium 
temples that fly the boxoffice flag 
higher each weekend, or towers 
with clocks that would love to stick 
their hands like neckticktockties 
down into the traffic, that's the stuff 
that stabs me in stride.  No wonder 
 
I run to take cover before the FX 
kick in, witness en masse to those 
of us who crouch in our pockets 
trying to conceal the serial killer 
zapcams we use to chop ourselves up  
for camouflage, face snaps and shots 
which hide us inside our wallets. 
How beamingly we blend in with    
our A-Z via the usual ID charade. 
Isn't that me we quiz the sentry 
who scans our cards with laser 
razors while we bleed the answer, 
fearing that most bandages lack 
those panacea, those superpowers 
 
(no stanza break) 
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evinced most and emblemized by 
the youth-roles of film, the skilled 
portrayals of its hero-informal mold. 
 
It is the movies have made me old.  
Looking up struck at the blankgaze 
screen I see that I too must suffer 
that knowledge which the brow 
burrows beneath its furrows to show 
the visible effort an idea creates 
if nothing else.  All else is else. 
 
Surface the mind repeats as pure, 
hear my TV mirrormode: I can always 
remote a world's particulars, my 
closeups can quell-control the quick 
extinctions of your soul in oceanroll 
or twig miniscule; lens can always 
find a puddle to push around or 
a forest to erase from a woodcut, 
but Jan-to-Nov, now it's gone, no. 
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AN INSTRUCTOR'S DREAM 
 
Many decades after graduation 
the students sneak back onto 
the school-grounds at night 
and within the pane-lit windows 
catch me their teacher at the desk  
or blackboard cradling a chalk: 
someone has erased their youth,  
and as they crouch closer to see  
more it grows darker and quieter  
than they have known in their lives,  
the lesson never learned surrounds  
them; why have they come?  Is  
there any more to memorize now  
at the end than there was then—  
What is it they peer at through shades  
of time to hear, X times X repeated,  
my vain efforts to corner a room’s 
snickers?  Do they mock me?  Forever?   
Out there my past has risen in 
the eyes of all my former pupils but 
I wonder if behind them others 
younger and younger stretch away 
to a day whose dawn will never  
ring its end, its commencement bell.
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PASS AROUND THE COPIES 
 
Have none of those nipples 
left specks on my lips— 
are there no stains on my fingers 
from some of those warm hips? 
 
(The ones I caressed 
so far in the past 
nary a trace must still exist.) 
 
And what about the hands that coupled, 
hands that cupped me—they 
didn’t deposit any spots? 
 
Am I not a leopard 
of love (a leper) covered 
with its blotches stigmata errata  
etcetera? 
 
No: I’m not.  Clean slate! 
Bitemark, scratchmark, blooddrop— 
none.   
 
I’m blank, flawless, immaculate, 
ready to be run 
off on death’s xerox, one 
 
more poem perfect for Workshop.  
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AGAIN 
 
One of my pores creaks 
when I pass through it, 
as I invariably do— 
 
if I found that aperture 
whose verge protests 
at my constant 
 
farings forth, 
I could oil it with 
kisses or apologies, 
 
promises to restore 
the tender sill its 
welcome mat violates; 
 
to renew the world 
it opens onto, to destroy 
the one it opens into, 
 
if I only knew 
why it alone 
amongst the millions 
 
dares to complain, 
to voice its distress 
in the form of flesh 
 
when I pass through 
as I invariably do,  
soon for the last time. 
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WHAT 
 
I envision a doctor saying 
to me someday soon 
(and any day is too soon) 
your diagnosis 
is terminal . . . then 
I imagine myself  
replying 
well I've had a good life— 
 
That daydream ends, 
and I sit in my room 
surveying, estimating 
trying to guess  
while I still can 
what's good 
about it. 
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AGED 
 
how to remain mienous 
as you face 
the mirror's worst 
 
I who scorned the house 
unto its rafters 
 
a self-finished man with all 
his comforts I offered 
my soul to the dust 
that I tossed onto others 
 
money poured  
from my halo 
 
now the limp repeats 
what the stride said 
when it ran in full pell toward 
the meld of flight 
 
too late the salt 
 
bare as the way north 
where they lade the gates 
with the way south 
 
to repeat the instances 
as hands pinned 
upon the target  
may applaud when hit 
your aim 
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trued to its shoot 
why do I stay 
stage-left of my exit 
 
///// 
 
I swept the mirror under the rug, 
the rug under the house, 
only now I have no floor. 
 
And still the scene insists 
there be no secrets, 
no distance cloaked in Ithaca. 
 
Too late— 
its gates are hung on bars, 
ledges blindfold all its windows. 
 
In the past, in youth's nether, 
how fast they climb  
the steps of my tailspin. 
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THE RETURN 
 
Behind me someone stalks 
with shovel and covers 
every footprint with 
a spadeful, all my faultless 
 
tracks effaced by small 
mounds of dirt that mock  
my slowing walk and show 
the graves where to excavate  
 
themselves, to get their holes 
ready for that lag-leg day   
I will have to halt in the heart 
the pace of my stride 
 
and turn and try to take 
the first steps back . . . 
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THE NONUNIQUE  
 
The deaths I lost to childhood are blue 
as a precipice, green as a wish. 
 
Their figures are an unravel I travel toward. 
 
They inhale me whole, 
they feel their navels cupped with home. 
 
Around them  
the air is inherited by handstands. 
 
Somersaults secure the site. 
 
The lives I lost to age are even worse— 
 
senility sillies! senilisillies!— 
each believes it is the last, the venerable, the opus, 
 
and that all the ones  
following it 
are merely posthumous. 
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published by the author 
 
 
 
 
this edition: AUGUST 14, 2009 
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"[Bill Knott's] poems are so naive that the question of their poetic 
quality hardly arises. . . .  Mr. Knott practices a dead language." 
—Denis Donoghue, New York Review of Books, May 7, 1970 
 
[Bill Knott's poems are] typically mindless. . . . He produces only 
the prototaxis of idiocy. . . . Rumor has it that Knott’s habit of 
giving his birth and terminal dates together originated when he 
realized he could no longer face the horror of a poetry reading he 
was scheduled to give." 
—Charles Molesworth, Poetry Magazine, May 1972 
 
"[Bill] Knott's work tends today to inspire strong dismissal. . . . 
[He's] been forced to self-publish some of his recent books. . . . 
[B]ad—not to mention offensively grotesque—poetry. . . . appalling 
. . . . maddening . . . . wildly uneven . . . adolescent, or obsessively 
repetitive . . . grotesqueries . . . . [His] language is like thick, old 
paint . . . his poems have a kind of prickly accrual that's less 
decorative than guarded or layered . . . emotionally distancing . . . . 
uncomfortable.  Knott . . . is a willful . . . irritating . . . contrarian." 
—Meghan O'Rourke, Poetry Magazine, Feb 2005 
 
"[Bill Knott's books are] filled with venom. . . . Knott seems to hate 
himself . . . and he seems to hate his readers." 
—Kirk Robinson, ACM (Another Chicago Magazine), date? 
 
"[Bill Knott's work] consists almost entirely of pointless poems, 
that say disgusting things. . . . [His poetry is] tasteless . . . and 
brainless." 
—Michael Heffernan, Midwest Quarterly, Summer 1973 
 
"Knott is making capitol on poetic fashion, attempting belatedly to 
enter the canon of the Language poets by reviving the idiom of Ezra 
Pound.  [His poetry] so successfully defies communicating anything 
that one wonders what [his publisher] had in mind. . . . Knott, it 
may be recalled, "killed" himself in the early 1960s." 
—R. S. Gwynn, The Year in Poetry, DLB Yearbook 1989 
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"Bill Knott's poems are . . . rhetorical fluff . . . and fake." 
—Ron Loewinsohn, TriQuarterly, Spring 1970 
 
"Eccentric, uneven . . . poet Bill Knott is not [fit] to win prizes . . . 
[His work is] thorny . . . rebellious, avant-garde . . . ." 
—Robert Pinsky, Washington Post.com, April 17, 2005 
 
"[Bill Knott's poetry is] queerly adolescent . . . extremely weird. . . 
personal to the point of obscurity. . . his idiosyncrasy has grown 
formulaic, his obscure poems more obscure, his terse observations 
so terse they scoot by without leaving much of a dent in the reader. . 
. . There is a petulance at work [in his poetry]. . . . [H]is style has 
grown long in the tooth. . . . In fact, [at least one of his poems is] 
unethical." 
—Marc Pietrzykowski, Contemporary Poetry Review 
(http://www.cprw.com/Pietrzykowski/beats.htm) 
 
"Bill Knott's [poetry is the equivalent of] scrimshaw.  .  .  . [It's] 
either self-consciously awkward or perhaps a little too slangily up-
to-date." 
—Stephen Burt, New York Times Book Review, November 21, 
2004 
 
"[Bill Knott is] incompetent . . ." 
—Alicia Ostriker, Partisan Review (date? 1972?) 
 
"Bill Knott . . . is so bad one can only groan in response." 
—Peter Stitt, Georgia Review, Winter 1983 
 
"Bill Knott [is] the crown prince of bad judgment." 
—Ron Silliman, Silliman's Blog, June 26, 2007 
 
"[Bill Knott is] a malignant clown." 
—Christopher Ricks, The Massachusetts Review, Spring 1970 
 
"Bill Knott should be beaten with a flail." 
—Tomaz Salamun, Snow, 1973  
 


